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Abstract: The research related to childhood obesity generally emphasizes the impact of 

unhealthy eating and sedentary behavior as the main determinants of the predisposition to the 

positive energy balance that underlies excess body fat accumulation. Recent investigations 

have, however, demonstrated that “noncaloric” activity-related factors can induce a significant 

imbalance between spontaneous energy intake and energy expenditure. This is the case for 

short sleep duration that favors hormonal changes that increase hunger and energy intake. This 

agrees with our research experience demonstrating that short sleeping predicts the risk of obesity 

in children to a greater extent than sedentary behavior. Recent research by our team has also 

showed that demanding mental work promotes a substantial increase in energy intake without 

altering energy expenditure. In addition, our preliminary data suggest that the regular practice 

of school-related cognitive efforts is predictive of an increase in abdominal fat accumulation. 

As discussed in this paper, individual variations in brain oxygenation and its related cerebral 

aerobic fitness might play a role in the relationship between mental work, energy intake, and 

the risk of excess body weight.

Keywords: sleep duration, mental work, brain oxygenation, energy intake, energy 

expenditure

Introduction
A successful preventive strategy of a health problem generally begins with the iden-

tification and the characterization of factors promoting the problem. With respect to 

obesity, it is known that the problem is the ultimate consequence of long term excess 

energy intake over expenditure. However, this principle, which reflects the implications 

of the first law of thermodynamics in the field of obesity, does not document the key 

issues pertaining to its determinants in a specific population. In this regard, the main 

question of interest refers to the factors that underlie a positive energy balance under 

free-living conditions and the habitual answer presented by health professionals is that 

unhealthy eating and sedentary behavior are explanatory factors.

As described in this paper, our recent research and that of others emphasize the 

relevance in considering activity-related factors which do not have a significant direct 

impact on energy expenditure, be it because of their low energy cost or their inability 

to increase energy expenditure when performed even at a high intensity. These factors 

include short sleeping and demanding mental work which can be viewed as “noncaloric” 

factors having the potential to induce a large caloric imbalance.
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Short sleeping and obesity 
in children
A careful review of the literature reveals that the apparently 

newly documented sleep-obesity relationship is not so new. 

For instance, at the beginning of the 1990s, a significant 

association was reported between sleep duration and body 

weight variations.1 However, this issue of investigation 

gained much credibility when the team of Van Cauter showed 

that short term experimentally controlled sleep deprivation 

induced a decrease in leptinemia and an increase in plasma 

ghrelin level.2 Accordingly, an increase in hunger sensation 

was observed in the sleep-restricted subjects. These observa-

tions as well as population data indicating a decrease in sleep 

duration over the last decades also led Van Cauter to propose 

an association between the progressive decrease in sleep 

duration and the development of an obesity epidemic.3

This research prompted us to incorporate sleep duration 

in the list of variables to be considered in analyses aimed at 

a better understanding of variations in body weight. In the 

Quebec en Forme Project, we examined the relationship 

between anthropometric indicators and various lifestyle 

markers known to predict the risk of obesity in children. 

As expected, we found that low education level and familial 

income, parental obesity, long television viewing, and sed-

entary behavior were all statistically significant predictors 

of an increased risk of obesity.4 However, we were surprised 

to note that short sleeping was by far the best predictor of 

obesity in this cohort. Further analyses also demonstrated 

that the excess body weight related to short sleep duration is 

preferentially deposited in the abdominal area in children.5 

Considering that excess abdominal fat increases the risk to 

develop a metabolic syndrome in the long term,6 optimal 

sleep duration should be included in the indicators of lifestyle 

that are associated to optimal metabolic health.

We also took advantage of the Quebec Family Study to 

give extension to our analyses in an adult population. As in 

children, short sleepers were found to be heavier than normal 

sleepers reporting 7–8 hr sleep per day.7 In addition, this 

study showed that long sleepers were also displaying excess 

weight gain over time.8

The Quebec Family Study also includes some metabolic 

indicators which permit the investigation of some mechanistic 

explanations of the sleep-body fat relationship. We observed 

that short sleepers are characterized by a lower plasma leptin 

concentration than the level predicted by their body fat mass.7 

We also noted that both short and long sleepers display an 

increased plasma glucose area below basal level during an 

oral glucose tolerance test.9 Since this hypoglycemic profile 

has been shown to predict long term weight gain,10 this may 

represent an explanation of the increased risk of obesity 

related to variations in sleep duration. Finally, it is relevant 

to emphasize that this increased proneness to mild hypogly-

cemia also represents an independent risk factor of glucose 

intolerance and diabetes.11

These observations suggest that sleep, which is the activ-

ity with the theoretically lowest energy cost, does not mainly 

influence body weight via its impact on energy expenditure. 

Its effects on body weight and fat seem to be mediated by 

metabolic effects that affect the control of appetite. This is 

concordant with the recent demonstration that sleep depriva-

tion favors an increase in energy intake at snack time.12

Mental work, energy intake,  
and body weight stability
An environment that is increasingly globalized and relies 

on computerization to permit competitiveness inevitably 

requires additional cognitive effort. This is the case of workers 

in many fields of expertise and of children for whom learn-

ing activities become more demanding. In our opinion, this 

issue is not dissociated from the literature that documents 

the potential link between intellectual capacities and the 

proneness to obesity. As early as the 1960s, Canning and 

Mayer13 reported that the proportion of nonobese students in 

the upper quartile of academic success was greater than that 

of obese subjects. This issue was subsequently examined by 

Kreze et al14 who found a decreased obesity prevalence in 

women characterized by a high intellectual quotient (IQ). This 

trend was also observed in men but to a lesser extent than 

in women. This topic was further investigated by the group 

of Sorensen et al15 who found lower results for intelligence 

tests in subjects characterized by a high body mass index 

(BMI). Accordingly, this team observed increased odd ratios 

of school difficulties in obese children.16 More recently, the 

same team concluded that intelligence tests and education 

level are negatively related with subsequent changes in BMI 

and the risk of obesity.17 This appears concordant with the 

results of Lawlor et al18 who also found a negative association 

between IQ at childhood and BMI at adulthood.

These studies and others have led to the very recent 

publication of a literature review pertaining to the theme of 

“intelligence and obesity”19 which summarizes a gradient of 

opinion that, although not reflecting a consensus, might lead to 

the perception that IQ measurement would be a relevant tool of 

prediction of the proneness to obesity. We have reacted to the 

publication of this paper by proposing that demanding mental 

work can act as an intermediate factor in this relationship.20
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The first study performed in our laboratory to  investigate 

the metabolic effects of mental work was a case study in 

which one of us (AT) was subjected to either a 60-min 

cognitive effort to prepare a grant application or a relaxing 

session of similar duration.21 Unexpectedly, performing 

mental work promoted glycemic and insulinemic instability 

that was related to an increase in hunger and desire to eat. 

Moreover, concomitant experiments revealed that demand-

ing knowledge-based work (KBW) increased spontaneous 

energy intake in graduate students.21

These preliminary studies were followed by investiga-

tions involving Laval University students who were randomly 

assigned to a reading-writing task or a relaxing session of 

45 min each. In the first study,22 the use of indirect calorimetry 

showed that mental work exerts a trivial effect on energy 

expenditure since the total energy cost of the KBW session 

exceeded by only 3 kcal the value measured during the control 

relaxing session. Conversely, the study showed that a large 

increase in ad libitum energy intake was observed after the 

cognitive effort (Study 1 in Table 1) and this was confirmed 

by the results of a subsequent study performed in another 

group of female university students (Study 2).23 Specifically, 

mental work induced a mean increase of 229 kcal in energy 

intake during a buffet-type meal. In the second study,23 the 

reading-writing task promoted a comparable increase in ad 

libitum caloric intake. Furthermore, this spontaneous increase 

reached 250 kcal when subjects of Study 2 performed a third 

session of computer tasks (Table 1).

The second study of Laval University students also gave 

us the opportunity to evaluate the effects of the intensity 

of mental work on energy intake and related variables. 

For that purpose, we measured the reaction time to a second 

task (vocal reaction by saying a short word in response 

to a  randomly emitted noise) during the cognitive effort. 

As  previously demonstrated, this method provides an indica-

tion of the intensity of mental effort which increases when 

reaction time increases and vice versa.24,25 In our hands, this 

technique also had a satisfactory discriminative potential 

since the greater was reaction time, ie, the greater the inten-

sity of mental work, the greater was the increase in energy 

intake.26

The consideration of the effects of activity-related factors 

such as short sleep and mental work also led us to reconsider 

the notion of sedentary behavior which should no more be 

viewed as only reflecting the insufficiency of physical activ-

ity practice. We thus tested the predictive value of the risk 

of obesity in children based on the four following markers 

of sedentary activity: movement counts (accelerometry), 

television viewing, sleep duration, and time allocated to 

school homework. As expected, the suboptimal practice 

regarding each factor accentuated the risk to be overweight.27 

Specifically, 64% of children were overweight/obese when 

their practice was suboptimal for each indicator of sedentary 

activity. Therefore, sedentary behavior appears as a cluster of 

activities which could influence energy balance via different 

mechanisms and according to different temporal modalities. 

For instance, a low movement count is related to a greater 

risk of obesity whereas a low duration of sleep predicts the 

opposite effect on body weight.

Towards the characterization  
of cerebral aerobic fitness
The brain needs uninterrupted oxygen provision and delivery 

of oxygen to cerebral tissue is mainly provided by its bind-

ing to hemoglobin. The evaluation of cerebral hemoglobin 

oxygenation represents the balance between changes in blood 

flow through the tissue and cerebral oxygen consumption.28 

A high energy demand is mainly met through oxidative phos-

phorylation in the brain mitochondria,29,30 which is respon-

sible at rest for the consumption of most glucose used by the 

brain. This process is closely coupled to oxygen utilization 

of the brain and is responsible for about 20% of total oxygen 

consumption in the human body.31 Mental work is associ-

ated with changes in cerebral oxygenation which has been 

shown by the use of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). For 

instance, frontal lobe oxygenation increases with cognitive 

processing using a measure of verbal fluency,32 lateral frontal 

lobe oxygenation elevates with translation of short sentences 

and language switching in bilingual student volunteers,33 

and oxygenation of the inferior and superior parietal areas 

increase with processing and solving arithmetic problems.34 

Specifically, the NIRS-derived frontal lobe concentration 

of oxygenated hemoglobin increases and the concentration 

of deoxygenated hemoglobin decreases when performing 

cognitive tasks.35 This may be associated with an increase 

or the absence of a change in total hemoglobin concentra-

tion.36 Such changes in cerebral oxygenation measured by 

positron emission tomography are considered to represent 

Table 1 Spontaneous energy intake (kJ) following rest and mental 
work

Rest Mental work

Reading/writing Computer games
Study 1 3,923 4,882
Study 2 3,595 4,443 4,652

Notes: See Chaput et al22,23 for Study 1 and 2, respectively.
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cerebral activation,37 and a good agreement exists between 

measurements of cerebral oxygenation derived from NIRS 

and functional magnetic resonance in young and elderly 

subjects during brain activation.38 Importantly, the difficulty 

level of a mental task, such as an algorithm task, increases 

NIRS-derived cerebral oxygenation.34–36 The discussion of 

these issues is also relevant for the recovery of a mental task 

during which brain activation remains elevated.39 Although 

a fraction of this elevated brain activation may be related to 

mental processing, it could also be attributed to metabolic 

and other neuronal functions. Since frontal lobes are involved 

in functions such as planning, organization, problem solv-

ing, memory, and judgment, it is important to examine the 

hypothesis according to which brain oxygenation represents 

a determinant of the intensity of mental work and its related 

metabolic changes.

The more pronounced increase in NIRS-derived frontal 

lobe oxygenation potentially characterizing individuals who 

perceive a mental task as difficult has a certain number of 

nutritional implications. As discussed above, the effect on 

which our research team has mostly focused on up to now is 

a change in spontaneous energy intake that was repeatedly 

found to be increased by 200 to 250 kcal following demand-

ing mental work.21,22,40 This observation is concordant with 

the results of Wallis et al41 who reported that chocolate intake 

was increased by 15% after a stressful cognitive task (Stroop 

Test) compared to a control session.

There are also indications that the increased energy 

intake resulting from mental work is related to variations 

in cortisolemia. Indeed, we have demonstrated that female 

university students perceiving a standardized mental task as 

more demanding also displayed a more pronounced increase 

in energy intake and cortisolemia.42 Accordingly, the study 

of Epel et al43 showed that stress-induced cortisol reactivity 

was associated with an increased energy intake after the first 

stress session. Since cortisol is well known for its orexigenic 

properties, it seems logical to hypothesize that the greater the 

increase in cortisolemia induced by mental work, the greater 

its hyperphagic effect. We also believe that spontaneous 

energy intake will be increased in these subjects.

According to the glucostatic theory of appetite control,44 

the hyperphagia induced by mental work can be reasonably 

associated with variations in the availability of glucose. 

Indeed, since neurons essentially rely on glucose for their 

metabolism under normal feeding conditions and that cere-

bral carbohydrate stores are low, it is likely that the increased 

brain energy metabolism imposed by a cognitive effort 

implies an equivalent increase in glucose oxidation. In this 

regard, the data recently reported by Volkow et al45 are 

 particularly informative. They indeed showed that the amount 

of glucose utilized by the brain is increased when performing 

a cognitive task. They also demonstrated that methylpheni-

date, which is known for its properties to stimulate brain 

functioning and thus reducing attention deficit, attenuated the 

increase in brain glucose oxidation when performing the cog-

nitive task. Such an effect was not observed when there was 

no cognitive stimulation. In our opinion, these observations 

are quite compatible with the main concept presented here, 

ie, decreased difficulty of a cognitive task reflects a metaboli-

cally efficient process with a reduced metabolic demand. We 

also perceive these results as being in accordance with the 

lower instability of plasma glucose concentrations that we 

observed in female university students for whom the esti-

mated intensity of mental work was reduced.26 This is also 

in agreement with a recent case study that we performed by 

using methylphenidate to reduce the stress of the cognitive 

effort. Indeed, blood pressure was then decreased during the 

mental work that was followed by a diminished spontane-

ous caloric intake (Pérusse-Lachance et al in preparation). 

Taken together, these observations suggest once again that 

a greater mental effort is metabolically disturbing, probably 

via modifications in glucose metabolism.

Another category of nutritional variables that is worth 

considering in the study of the mental work-brain oxygen-

ation-obesity relationship is hematological profile. To our 

knowledge, Wenzel et al46 were the first investigators to 

note a relationship between obesity and anemia. In 1962, 

they reported that obese adolescents had a lower serum iron 

level than adolescents of normal weight. Concordant results 

were further reported by Seltzer and Mayer.47 More recently, 

it has been possible to confirm and quantify the association 

between body weight and anemia since three cross-sectional 

studies documented the prevalence of iron deficiency in 

children and adolescents of different body weights. In each 

study, it appears that the iron deficit was greater in overweight 

or obese children and adolescents than in normal weight 

individuals.48–50 Obesity seems to have a similar effect on 

iron status in adults. Indeed, Micozzi et al51 found that an 

increase in body weight in 25 to 74 year-old women was 

associated with a decrease in serum iron concentrations. In 

obese post-menopausal women, similar results were reported, 

as reflected by a positive correlation between BMI and soluble 

transferrin receptor levels.52 With respect to the specific link 

between the hematological profile and the cognitive function, 

the most relevant data were reported by Krestch et al53 who 

observed a reducing effect of weight loss on hemoglobin, 
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hematocrit, and red blood count. Interestingly, they also 

noted a significant association between this change in the 

hematological profile and the decrease in the cognitive func-

tion of their subjects. In summary, these findings emphasize 

the hematological vulnerability of obesity-prone individuals 

and the possibility that such a profile be part of the etiology 

of the association between mental work and obesity that is 

discussed in this paper.

The global integration of the above discussed literature 

tends to show that a good “cerebral aerobic fitness” would 

permit performance of a given mental task with a reduced 

brain activation reflected by a lower NIRS-derived frontal 

lobe oxygenation. As discussed above, this greater efficiency 

is likely associated with a better metabolic fitness, be it 

reflected by a more stable glycemia, a reduced cortisolemia, 

a facilitated appetite control, and a lower blood pressure.

Conclusion
This paper summarizes our research experience regarding the 

effects of short sleeping and demanding mental work as activ-

ity modalities which can influence body composition. Since 

their energy cost is very low, it is not surprising to observe 

that their potential effects on energy balance are mediated by 

a significant impact on energy intake and related metabolic 

variables. Thus, the consideration of these “noncaloric” 

factors as determinants of the risk of obesity impose on us 

to review the perception of sedentary behavior which is not 

simply an insufficient physical activity practice. Furthermore, 

this paper reminds us that we have entered a new era where 

cerebral fitness will be an issue, be for its link with cognitive 

performance and productivity or its side effects such as the 

hyperphagia induced by mental work.
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